INTRODUCTION
Throughout v is a henselian valuation of eld with value group G and v is its unique prolongation to a xed algebraic closure K of K . For an element of K\K , which is separable over K , let ! K ( ) denote the well known Krasner's constant given by ! K ( ) = maxf v( ? 0 )j 6 = 0 runs over K-conjugates of g: In 1946 Krasner proved that ! K ( ) Krasner's Lemma : Let 
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In this paper we prove that for each 2 K sep \K , the answer to the above question is "yes" when the rank of v is 1. In the general case, we prove that the answer is "yes" for those for which K( )=K is a tame extension of valued elds. This leads to the following Open Problem. Suppose that (K; v) is a henselian valued eld of rank > 1. Is the answer to the foregoing question "yes" for all 2 K sep \K? If not, can we characterize those for which the answer is in the a rmative?
Recall that a nite extension (K 0 ; v 0 )=(K; v) ( or brie y K 0 =K when the underlying valuations are clear) is said to be tame if (a) it is defectless, i.e. K 0 : K] = ef, where e; f are the index of rami cation and the residual degree of v 0 =v ; (b) the residue eld of v 0 is a separable extension of the residue eld of v; (c (1) Note that if K ( ) = 1 is purely inseparable over K. 
L = the xed eld of H: (2) It is clear from the de nition of ! K ( ) that Gal(K 0 =K( )) is properly contained in H. Therefore L is properly contained in K( ). If L ( ) is de ned on replacing K by L in (1) , then it can be visualized that 
Using (4) and (3), we quickly conclude that
If ! K ( ) were strictly greater than , then (5) would imply that v( ? ) > and consequently by property (y), K( ) would be contained in K( ), which is impossible, because in view of (4), we have
This proves that ! K ( ) as desired. We shall say that a nite extension (K 0 ; v 0 )=(K; v) ( as v(x) for x 2 K . As before, G will denote the value group of v and k its residue eld. When v is a real valuation, for 2 K sep \K , we shall denote by K ( ) the real number de ned by (6) Observe that K 
So the minimum on the left hand side of (9) 
Replacing by c for some c belonging to K; we may assume that 
It follows quickly from (10) and (11) that
Keeping in view (12) , we see that v(Tr( )) 0; this inequality together with (13) immediately implies (8) .
The following lemma is due to Ax 
Observe that
In view of Remark 2.4, it remains to prove the theorem when the characteristic p of the residue eld of v is non-zero and K( )=M is not a tame extension for any over eld M of L properly contained in K( ).
Suppose to the contrary < ! K ( ). As said in the opening lines of this section 0 v( ) ; consequently ! K ( ) > 0. With the above supposition K( )=L is a normal extension, because for any L -conjugate 0 6 = of L, by virtue of (14) Suppose to the contrary, there exists l > 1 such that < (1 
Applying Lemma 2.10 to the extension K( )=F, we see that there exists 2 K; purely inseperable over F such that
Keeping in view (14) and the fact that L F , it can be easily seen that
It follows from (15), (16) and the above supposition that v( ? ) > ; consequently K( ) K( ) and hence F( ) F( ) , which is impossible because F( )=F is a separable extension of degree p, whereas F( )=F is a purely inseparable extension.
Case II: char K = 0
Recall that we are dealing with the situation when K( )=F is not a tame extension. Let T denote the compositum of all nite tame extensions of F contained in the algebraic closure K of K. Then T( )=T is not a tame extension and its degree being a divisor of p= K( ) : F] is again p. It now follows by virtue of Lemma 2.1 that F ( ) = ! F ( ) = ! T ( ). Arguing as for (16), we see that
Observe that if 2 K and T( ) : T] < p, then T( )=T is a tame extension and hence 2 T. It follows that if T ( ) is de ned by the formula in (6) , then T ( ) = supfv( ? t) j t 2 Tg:
Since we have assumed that < ! K ( ), there exists a natural number n > 1 not divisible by p such that
It will be shown that (19) leads us to a contradiction.
We shall sometimes denote T( ) by T. Let 
Assuming (19) which will contradict (20) and thus complete the proof of the theorem in this subcase.
Since K( )=F and hence T( )=T is a Galois extension of degree p, it follows by virtue of (17) that p! K ( ) = v(c) for some c 2 F. Fix a root y of the polynomial X n ? c n?1 , where n is as in (19) . By corollary to Lemma 2.5, y 2 T. Let 
It follows immediately from (31) and (32) 
